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 A: The serial number is actually the MAC address of the UPS on the mini CD, which is not the serial number printed on the
box of the product. MAC addresses are the actual hardware identifier of the computer, not just the software application used to

connect to the internet and which manufacturer of the computer this is. From the MAC address you can see what type of
hardware it is. That's not to say the UPS serial number is not relevant. In some cases it may be an important piece of

information to know when you are ordering parts. This is not normally the case for us here at Sony. Q: SQL Server : how to
create a temporary table based on an existing one? I would like to add a column on the fly to a table and create a temporary table
based on this existing one. I'm using SQL Server 2008. How about: CREATE TABLE #tempTable(col1 int, col2 int) INSERT
#tempTable SELECT col1, col2 FROM your_existing_table You can always use INSERT INTO to create a new table. I can't
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say I like it, but it is valid. The downside is that you cannot use a SELECT statement to create the new table. INSERT INTO
#yourTable (columns...) SELECT columns... FROM yourTable Then, to drop it, you can use DROP TABLE. The only other

way I know of is to create the table in SQL Server Management Studio, but the table only exists for the duration of the query. It
is a fairly unsafe way to do things though. You can use: CREATE TABLE #temptable (col1 INT, col2 INT) SELECT col1, col2

Then drop it using: DROP TABLE #temptable and finally rename the table: RENAME TABLE #temptable TO
your_existing_table Quattromano owns and operates a public relations firm, BCPR Marketing & Design, which has offices in

the Midwest, Pacific Northwest and the South. BCPR creates effective marketing and branding programs that promote
businesses, organizations and individuals. Award-winning entrepreneur, publisher and technology pioneer Joel Comm has

committed to donating a minimum of $1 million 520fdb1ae7
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